Queues with simultaneous loss on
breakdowns
Dave Thornley 
Abstra t
We take a queue with breakdowns and repairs of pro essors in whi h
the queue length does not hange on the

orresponding Markov modula-

tion transitions as given by Mitrani and Chakka [1℄, and introdu e simultaneous losses on breakdown (and re-sampling on repair) using a range of
methods, most interestingly in luding enri hing the modulation stru ture
to ause simultaneous loss or re-sampling, whi h gives distin t behaviour.
We solve for the steady state of the queue using spe tral expansion for
onvenient a
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ess to a range of performan e measures.

Introdu tion

Multipro essor servers with breakdowns and repairs an be modelled using a
Markov modulated queue in whi h the modulation state tra ks the number of
a tive pro essors. Mitrani and Chakka [1℄ provide an eÆ ient solution for su h
a queue in whi h the jobs asso iated with a given pro essor are re-sampled when
that pro essor breaks down, su h that the queue length is not altered.
We des ribe a new system derived from this, but whi h loses the job in servi e
at the instant a pro essor breaks down. Modeling this requires spreading the
modulation stru ture a ross queue lengths.
To examine the importan e of simultaneity of loss, we ontrast the key result
with those derived from using independent streams of negative ustomers to
approximate the loss rates. We nd that the queue length distribution due to
simultaneous losses annot be adequately mat hed, parti ularly at the full and
empty queues.
We an extend our generalised modulation on ept to model re-sampling of
a job when a pro essor re overs. This may orrespond to a situation where a
dea tivated server has lo al persistent storage whi h takes jobs from the queue.
The formulation is further extensible to represent geometri ally bat hed
losses and re-samplings, whi h an then be solved using our latest te hniques
[2℄.
In this paper, we provide the Kolmogorov balan e equations governing the
simultaneous loss/resample behaviour, des ribe an implementation method, and
present some results for a simple example whi h emphasis the signi an e of
simultaneity.
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Breakdowns and repairs

In a uniform multi-pro essor server, we have N pro essors, ea h with the same
pro essing rate1 . These break down independently as a Poisson point pro ess
with rate b. Ina tive pro essors are similarly repaired independently at rate
r. The distin t ombinations of a tivity/ina tivity are represented as distin t
phases in a Markov modulation pro ess. The joint state probabilities of queue
length and modulation state form a (semi-) nite latti e strip. Figure 1 shows
small ex erpts of su h a strip for a range of queueing behaviours asso iated
with breakdowns and repairs. The horizontal dimension gives the number of
a tive pro essors in ea h olumn, and the verti al dimension is the queue length,
in reasing upwards.
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Figure 1: State transitions in a queue with breakdowns and repairs. (a) is as in
[1℄, (b) has losses due to remove-from-head negative ustomers, and ( ) models
simultaneous losses.
Figure 1(a) shows the transitions away from state (n; j ) in the semi- nite
latti e des ribing the transitions in the Markov modulated queue with single
breakdowns and repairs.
vj 1 [℄ + vj [Q

M

℄ + vj+1 [M ℄ = 0

Where the modulator's instantaneous transition matrix Q is of the same form
as [1℄ as given below2 . Figure 1 a) and b) show the loss of the job in pro ess
using respe tively independent negative ustomers and simultaneous transition.
The work in [1℄ allows for all a tive pro essors to break down simultaneously
at a given rate, whi h we will all b0, and simultaneous repair of all ina tive
pro essors, whi h we will all r0 . When queue length does not hange on breakdown or repair, this is entirely en apsulated within the transition stru ture of
1 Heterogeneous

servers

an easily be provided by taking a Cartesian produ t of the ensem-

ble of modulation pro esses for ea h server's a tivity

2 In

our examples,

b0

and

r0

are set to zero for

larity.
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Asso iated with this modulation stru ture, the pro essing rates  = (i 1)^
in M give the modulated pro essing rates. Matrix  = I the arrival rate in all
modulation states.
Losses on breakdown and/or resampling on repair require the addition of
a verti al omponent to the originally horizontal breakdown and repair transitions. The resulting transitions are diagonal, ex ept for breakdowns at the
empty queue whi h are ne essarily onstrained to being horizontal, and repair
transitions at a full queue, whi h annot in rease the queue length3 .
It is also interesting to note that, when diagonal transitions are used, a parti ular quality of traditional Markov modulated queues is also lost: horizontal
transition rates in the latti e are no longer independent of queue length, so the
sum of probabilities in a given queue length are not equal to the equilibrium
state probability of the modulator. Indeed, the modulator is not omplete for
the majority of the queue.
i
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Breakdown losses modelled by negative

us-

tomers

To illustrate the e e t of the loss being simultaneous with the server breakdown,
we brie y examine the results of attempting to approximate the behaviour of the
queue using independent negative ustomers [3℄ in a Poisson arrival stream. This
is ontrasted with the behaviour of the queue with simultaneous loss of the job in
pro ess, whi h may be onsidered to be aused by a negative ustomer removing
from the head of the queue, whi h is triggered by the pro essor breakdown.
We show results of using the same arrival rate as the pro essor breakdown
rate, and a rate hosen to result in a mean queue length equal to the simultaneous loss distribution. These are presented in graph form for visual omparison.
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Simultaneous loss on breakdowns

To orre tly model the loss of a job in progress when the pro essor dies, we use
more appropriate transitions in the latti e. Let fun tion D(A) return a diagonal
matrix of the row sums of A.
The Kolmogorov balan e equations for the queue with simultaneous losses
3 Whi

h job is lost depends on the queueing formalism. In a FCFS queue, it may be more

natural to lose the job at the end of the queue, sin e the re-sample was submitted to the
system earlier.

is as follows:
vj [R

D(R) + B D(B ) M ℄ + v +1 [M +1 + B ℄ = 0, for j = 0
v 1 [℄ + v [R D(R) D(B ) M ℄
+v +1 [M +1 + B ℄ = 0, for 0 < j < L
v 1 [℄ + v [R D(R) D(B ) M ℄ = 0, for j = L < 1
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Matrix M gives the pro essing rates  = min(j;  ) at queue length j ,
where  = (m 1) for a queue with N homogeneous when we enumerate
modulation states starting at 1. pro essors. The matrix B provides the transitions in the latti e due to breakdowns (unspe i ed elements are zero):
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The R matrix des ribes the repair behaviour, and is detailed below.
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Simultaneous re-sampling on pro essor re overy

We now onsider allowing the job whi h was taken out of the system when
the pro essor broke down to be re-sampled when the pro essor re overs. This
orresponds to the pro essor having lo al storage. When it is rea tivated, the
job be omes another potential departure. This has impli ations for the spe i
queueing paradigm in terms of signi antly disrupting the impli it servi e order,
espe ially if repairs are slow.
Matrix R provides the transitions due to repairs in the Kolmogorov balan e
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Figure 2: State transitions in a queue with breakdowns and repairs with simultaneous loss of the job in servi e and resampling on repair

equations for the queue.
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The Kolmogorov balan e equations for this queue are as follows:
vj [R D(R) + B D(B ) Mj ℄ + vj +1 [Mj +1 + B ℄ = 0, for j = 0
vj 1 [ + R℄ + vj [ D(R) D(B ) Mj ℄
+vj+1 [Mj+1 + B ℄ = 0, for 0 < j < L
vj 1 [ + R℄ + vj [ D(R) D(B ) Mj ℄ = 0, for j = L < 1
In the examples we present later with one pro essor, we have the following B
and R matri es:
 
 
0 0 ;R = 0 r
B=
b 0
0 0
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Geometri bat hes

The Kolmogorov balan e equations for geometri ally bat hed losses as soluble
using te hniques detailed in [2℄ on breakdown and re-sampling on repair are as
follows:
vj [ D(R) + B

vj 1 [℄ +

j 1
X
i=0

D(B ) Mj
L
X
vi B i j 1
+vj+1 [Mj+1 ℄ +
i=j +1

vi R(1

)j i 1 + vj [ D(R)

+vj+1 [Mj+1 ℄ +
vj 1 [℄ +

j 1
X
i=0

L
X
i=j +1

vi Rj i 1 + vj [R

D(B )

vi B (1

D(R)

)

D(B )

Mj
i j 1

℄
= 0, for j = 0
℄
= 0, for 0 < j < L

Mj ℄ = 0, for j = L < 1

Where is the bat h size distribution parameter of the breakdown loss bat hes,
and  is the equivalent parameter of re-sample bat hes. These parameters pertain to the probability fun tion of bat h size s with parameter  of the form
P (s) = (1 )s 1 . Bat h transitions whi h rea h the empty queue or the full
queue are trun ated, so we see the sum of all bat hes equal to or larger than
the transition size.
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Solution by spe tral expansion

The elegant4 , eÆ ient5 and a urate6 spe tral expansion solution method espoused in [1℄ is appli able to nite and in nite queues. One drawba k is that
al ulation of very large numbers of eigenvalues is highly ompute intensive
and potentially unstable7 . The most re ent eÆ ient methods [4℄ do not al ulate the eigensystem dire tly, and we nd the dire t a ess to the eigensystem
made available by spe tral expansion onvenient for al ulation of performan e
measures.
The spe tral expansion omponent of our solution me hanism follows a
s heme derived from one given in [1℄. The signi ant additional fun tionality relating to lo alization of geometri ally bat hed pro esses (introdu ed in [5℄,
and later satisfa torily implemented using our latest te hniques [2℄) is appli able
to the ase of loss or re-sampling of bat hes.
The region(s) of a queue des ribed by a homogeneous matrix geometri series
is(are) most su in tly identi ed by the probability ux out of the omponent
levels (rows of equal queue length in the latti e) being identi al. For example, in
the ase of the single pro essor queue with simultaneous losses on breakdown,
the region of the joint state modulation queue length probability latti e lies
between queue lengths 1 and L 1, where L is the maximum queue length.
When we do not onsider resampling, we have:


vj 1 0 0 + vj



r 

r
b  

0




+ vj +1 0b 0 = 0

The outward probability ux at the empty queue and at a full queue annot
be des ribed as part of an eigensystem, as they have di erent ux omponents.
At the empty queue, we have no downward transitions due to pro essing, and the
loss omponent of a breakdown transition is absent. At a full queue, the arrival
transitions are absent, and the resampling omponent of a repair transition is
absent.
The solution to the linear homogeneous matrix equation given above is the
sum of geometri series provided by the eigenvalues i of the hara teristi
P u d
equation Q( ) = nk=0+n vj nu Qi found by setting det jQ( )j = 0, proje ted
onto the orresponding left eigenve tors i from i Q(i ) = 0.
Ea h eigenvalue/eigenve tor pair de nes a basis fun tion omponent, and
by summing the ensemble with ea h omponent s aled appropriately, we an
satisfy the boundary onditions de ned by the balan e equations of the levels
neighbouring the repeating region, and the normalization onstraint.
At queue lengths j falling under the repeating region balan e equation, we
have:
n

vj =


X
i

=1



j
i i

i

(1)

4 The dire t use of an eigensystem to represent the system is notionally satisfying, and
meshes well with established te hniques for formulating distributions of performan e measures
su h as sojourn times [7℄.
5 Spe tral expansion is often ompared to matrix geometri methods, and it is not lear
whi h is the most eÆ ient - ea h has advantages in di erent spe i situations
6 The matrix geometri method be omes less a urate at high loads
7 We have only dealt with systems with approximately 150 eigenvalues in our
Mathemati a r [6℄ test-rig [2℄ so far.

The oeÆ ients i are free variables to be onstrained by the boundary
onditions imposed by the rest of the queue (the pro essor lling region, and in
the ase of a nite queue, the full queue region.)
The boundary onditions are imposed by the in lusion of balan e equations
whi h in lude both expli it v ve tors outside the eigensystem region, and ve tors
de ned by the eigensystem.
When the queue is in nite, any eigenvalues of magnitude greater than or
equal to 1 (i.e. lying on or outside the unit disk in the Argand plane) must take
zero oeÆ ients, as their in nite sum does not onverge, and hen e annot be
normalized.
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Implementation details

For our purposes, to treat the system within our existing framework [2℄, the
probability ux in the latti e for simultaneous breakdowns an be viewed as
negative ustomers whi h also disable a pro essor, removing a job from the
head of the queue. For normal negative ustomers, the transition is solely in
the queue length dimension (verti al). We introdu e a omponent in what we
an safely all the modulation dimension (horizontal) to represent the hange
in number of a tive pro essors.
Our solver takes the parameters of the queue's behaviour in matrix form, in
order that we may asso iate the rates and bat h size distribution parameters
with the orre t state o upation probabilities within ve tors of the probabilities
at a given queue length.
To a hieve a diagonal transition, we use B (given earlier) as a negative
ustomer rate matrix. This ontrasts with the negative ustomer rate matrix
used in the approximation, whi h is diagonal, thus representing purely verti al
transitions in the queue latti e strip, with the horizontal transitions due to
breakdown being en apsulated in the modulation stru ure.
There remains an element of modulation, and we take are to provide the
system with an appropriate Q matrix. Note that it is no longer a generator
matrix. For example, onsider a system with one unreliable pro essor. We
onsider the balan e equations given in se tion 4, and note that the equivalent
of Q in more traditional Markov modulated queues is as follows:

Q =R D(R) + B D(B ), for j = 0
R D(R) D(B ), for 0 < j  L
In a two state example, we have:

B = ( 0b 00 ) , R = ( 00 r0 )

Q = br rb , for j = 0

= 0r rb , for 0 < j  L
This Q matrix at levels 0 < j  L does not provide a transition ba k to
modulation state 1 from 2. This is instead provided by the breakdown rates
given in B . At the empty queue, no jobs are lost on breakdown of a server, so
this transition be omes horizontal, and is in orporated into the Q matrix.
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Results

We present a number of simple examples of a single unreliable pro essor queue.
We use the terms a tive phase and ina tive phase to refer to the modulation
states representing the orresponding state of the pro essor. We use a short
nite queue as it highlights the e e t on the sharp peak in queue length probability at the full queue due to the zero pro essing rate in the ina tive phase. We
see that this peak is de-emphasised when the independent negative ustomer
approximation is used.
First, we al ulate the queue length distribution of the queue when simultaneous losses are enabled. This is the referen e behaviour, and the behaviour
resulting from use of independent negative ustomers is plotted in omparison
with this.
We then use independent negative ustomers to approximate this behaviour.
We rst use a negative ustomer rate equal to the breakdown rate in the a tive phase, and show the distribution for this. We then multiply the negative
ustomer rate by an adjustment fa tor to mat h the mean queue length of the
referen e behaviour. We show these distributions superposed for omparison.
Negative ustomers at the breakdown rate are then used in the ina tive
phase, and similar omparisons made, followed by an examination of the results
of negative ustomers present in both phases at equal rates.
9.1

Observations

Figure 3 shows the joint queue length a tivity state hara teristi s of the single
unreliable pro essor queue with losses due to a) independent Poisson arrivals
of negative ustomers (PAN) in the a tive state, b) PAN in the ina tive state,
) PAN at equal rates in both a tivity states and d) with simultaneous loss on
breakdown (SLB). Note that the PAN hara teristi s all show a dip in the joint
probability of very short queue lengths in the ina tive state, whi h is absent in
the SLB hara teristi .
Figure 4 shows the queue length probabilities resulting from the independent negative ustomer approximation methods plotted against the referen e
hara teristi with simultaneous losses. The solid line is the SLB hara teristi ,
the dotted line shows the result of using a negative ustomer rate equal to the
breakdown rate, and the dashed line shows the hara teristi after the negative
ustomer rate has been adjusted in order to give the same mean queue length.
The fa tor by whi h the negative ustomer arrival rate was multiplied to
a hieve the mean queue length mat hes shown (whi h are to within 1%) are a)
17 for the a tive phase, b) 7:7 for the ina tive phase and ) 5 for both phases
(ea h being b before adjustment).
Figure 4a) shows that the utilisation is signi antly under-estimated when
using negative arrivals in the a tive phase, and that the full queue probability is
over-estimated. Conversely, if negative ustomers are used in the ina tive state,
the mat h is improved. Figure 4b) shows that when negative ustomers are used
only in the ina tive phase, the utilisation an be losely mat hed, but the full
queue probability is underestimated. In gure 4 ) when negative ustomers are
used in both phases, a balan e appears to be stru k: the utilisation is still well
mat hed, and the full queue probability mat h is improved.
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Figure 3: Joint modulation state queue length probability plots for the simultaneous loss

ase, and the three example approximations.
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Figure 4: Comparing queue length distributions from the best-estimate using
negative ustomers in the
loss hara teristi .
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tive,

a tive and both phases with the simultaneous

There appears to be s ope for improving the mat h a hieved by approximation using negative ustomers by areful hoi e of di erent rates in the two
phases, but it will not be possible to avoid the dip in the queue length probability near the empty queue in the ina tive phase, whi h is \topped up" from
the a tive phase when simultaneous losses are enabled. In gure 3, ompare
the steady rise toward the empty queue in the ina tive phase with simultaneous losses (top of the gure) with the dip in the hara teristi s using negative
ustomers.
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Con lusions

This queue with simultaneous loss on breakdown ould be des ribed as a queue
whi h in orporates triggers: negative ustomer arrivals are triggered on proessor breakdowns. The enri hed modulation stru ture { whi h is no longer
independent of queue length { is interesting.
While we an mat h the mean queue length arising from simultaneous loss
on breakdown by using independent negative ustomer arrivals, the relationship
between the negative ustomer rate and the breakdown/repair hara teristi s is
not trivial, and the distribution not mat hed.
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